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Unfortunately, the peculiarity of the present
time does not seem to change: each time we
set to writing these few lines to open a new issue of Xylon International, we are confronted
with the same fears and the same doubts.
In the past, all we had to do was select and
highlight many pieces of news pouring into
our office and go deeper into specific topics
to provide our readers with interesting and
useful contents.
Now, unfortunately, companies have different
worries, and effective, pervasive communication is often just a good intention. This is a
challenge for our job, on one side, but on the
other it is forcing us to investigate the causes
of this disaffection.
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One way or another, we must talk about the
sanitary emergency, this distressing ride on
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protests, fears of lockdown, mandatory "green
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long days of quarantine.
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And what about all those occasions, those casual or accidental meetings that have created
new and deeper relationships? Can we really
do without? Can we really live on "programmed
communication" via a computer?
Let's think about it. Meanwhile, if possible,
let's enjoy a few days - or weeks, if you are
luckier - of holiday, knowing that, starting from
September, when exhibitions come back, we
will have to make a decision.
Until then, have a good summer!
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Also in the wood, furniture, equipment and technology industry, we are living in a "variable"
period: each day, the context changes, certainties are shaken, new methods are imagined,
you increasingly believe you must be bold
and daring, somehow. Sooner or later, we will
need the courage to think that our business
can go on without traveling, without attending
exhibitions, staying "indoors" as much as we
can. But we will also need the same courage
to think that we cannot hide inside offices and
factories forever: one of the pillars of global
economy is the diffusion of information and
knowledge, driven by people who illustrate,
present, share, reflect and discuss with each
other. Can we really do business without
looking into each other's face, without catching
a movement, a jolt, half a smile, that really
shows what our counterpart is thinking?

Milesi:
sustainable and sanitizing coating
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NEWS
SIEMPELKAMP

IN MEMORY…

New plant for ultra-thin and extra-wide mdf in China

Adriano Celi passed away at 83

Milestone for Shandong Huan Ge Decoration
and Siempelkamp: on May 29th, the Chinese manufacturer of mdf panels produced the first board
on a Siempelkamp line for ultra-thin mdf with a 9
inches x 28.8 meters "ContiRoll®" press. The installation and the successful start-up thus lead
over to the acceptance phase.
The complete plant, contracted in 2018, is the
first fully imported production plant for ultrathin and extra-wide mdf in China. The annual production capacity of the new plant is 250,000 cubic
meters, with the plant being designed for a board
thickness range of 1 up to 9 millimeters.
In addition to the continuous press "ContiRoll®",
the scope of supply includes the complete Siempelkamp process line with matforming machine,
pre-press, and compactor. The latter protects the
steel belts in the press and enables plant operators
to achieve a significant increase in capacity and
quality, especially for the production of thin mdf

Adriano Celi, one of the historical landmarks of
SCM and the world of woodworking, who over the
years has contributed to writing the history of the
company and the sector, passed away on Sunday
18 July at the age of 83. n

EPLF
Re-elected the board of directors for another two-year term

boards. The trimming units and diagonal saws
and a fully automated storage system are also
part of the order volume. Siempelkamp was also
assigned with the technical planning as well as
the supervision and coordination of assembly and
commissioning. n

During this year’s General Assembly, the members of the European Producers of
Laminate Flooring Association (Eplf), re-elected Max von Tippelskirch (Swiss
Krono) as President, Ruben Desmet (Unilin) as Vice-President and Eberhard Herrmann (Classen) as member of the board to lead the Board of Directors for another
two-year term. Georg Kruse from Windmöller was also reappointed as auditor.
“I want to thank all Eplf members for their continuous trust in the leadership of our
association. We are looking forward to continue our work on key topics for the Eplf.
One of them surely is to advance the sustainability of our sector. In particular, we are excited to
accompany the Eplf’s involvement in the “Cisuflo” project to further improve the circularity of flooring
products”, stated Max von Tippelskirch, Eplf’s president. n

COMPANIES

SALONE DEL MOBILE

Fanuc: 750,000th robot has been produced

Maria Porro is the new president

Fanuc Corporation, one of the most important global
suppliers of automation solutions, has reached the
historic milestone of 750 thousand robots produced,
becoming the first and only company, up to now, to
succeeded in this enterprise in its reference segment.
An important result that allows the company to
confirm and expand its position in the industrial robotics market. The 750,000th robot will be delivered
to a European customer.
A satisfactory situation, as underlined by Shinichi

Maria Porro, born in 1983, is the new president of
the Salone del Mobile.Milano. Former President
of Assarredo, she was elected by the Board of
FederlegnoArredo Eventi to lead the most important international design event.
Together with the board members of FederlegnoArredo Eventi, she has the task of following up the
success of these fifty-nine years of the event’s
history and outlining new strategies to respond to
the great changes of this historical moment by reconciling the needs of exhibitors, the public and
international stakeholders. n

Tanzawa, CEO of Fanuc Europe Corporation: “In
Europe the recovery has finally begun – he said –
and sales in recent months are at an all-time high”.
Fanuc’s expansion plans especially include Europe,
where the Japanese company is investing resources
in strengthening the service network and strengthening the commercial structure. In the last four
years it has invested 120 million euros to build
new offices, while the investments planned for the
next three years are around 100 million euros. n

AWARDS
Hymmen digital printing technologies win another innovation award
I4F – a group of companies providing patents and technologies to the flooring industry – recently won
the “Best of Tise (The international surfaces event)” Surfaces 2021 Innovation Award for its portfolio of
digital printing technologies. This recognized Hymmen’s “Digital Lacquer Embossing Plus”, solely
available via an I4F license, for its advancements in the creation of unbelievably real optics and haptics.
Hymmen has established itself as one of the world’s leading providers of industrial digital printing for
flooring and already won the “Great Innovations Award” at the Inprint fair in 2014 and an Interzum Red
Dot Award for its patented “Dle” technology in 2019.
Due to “Covid-19” travel restrictions, Hymmen was unable to exhibit at the 2021 Surfaces fair in Las
Vegas. Hymmen´s patent partner I4F, presented Hymmen’s Digital Printing technologies on its booth.
Focused on the flooring industry, Hymmen has been developing industrial digital printing development
for thirteen years and has become a market leader with more than 45 single-pass digital printing lines
and Hymmen’s technologies deliver more than 80 percent of the world’s digitally printed flooring. n

FAIR
Ciff Shanghai: the next edition from 3 to 6 September
It’s almost time, the dates are set from 3 to 6 September in Shanghai Hongqiao. Even this troubled
year of 2021 will see Ciff Shanghai go forward
with its next edition.
Founded in 1998 in Guangzhou, Ciff takes place
twice a year, in spring and autumn. In 2015, the
organisers moved the September edition from
Guangzhou to Shanghai, thereby markedly distinguishing the two editions, which attract distinct
markets and visitor targets.

Together, the two editions involve over 6,000 of
the top Chinese and international brands each
year and host over 500,000 trade visitors from
around the world. Throughout the pandemic, the
latest edition of Ciff Guangzhou reported a 20 percent increase compared to the pre-covid period.
Accordingly, there will be over 2,000 exhibitors at
Ciff Shanghai this year, occupying an area of
400,000 square metres, and over 150,000 buyers,
mainly from China due to the "Covid-19" restrictions
imposed by the Chinese government.
The 48th Ciff Shanghai will be businessoriented, with its primary focus on the
value of design and the culture of good
living, expanded and interpreted across
all sectors of the fair, from Home Furniture
to Homedécor & Hometextile, from Outdoor
& Leisure to Office Furniture to Furniture
Machinery & Woodworking Machinery. n
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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FOCUS RUSSIA

ACIMALL: POSITIVE FIGURES,
ENCOURAGING SIGNALS

FOCUS RUSSIA
NOVEMBER 30 - DECEMBER 3:
IT'S WOODEX TIME!
As the pandemic still plays a leading role and hangs over our heads like the Sword of Damocles, any
exhibition is a huge question mark, until you are not physically there, both for visitors and for exhibitors,
who know that nothing is granted until the last minute. On one side, we hope to go back and shake hands
inside an expo center, on the other, we know that we must be ready to change our plans along the way.
For this reason, a live event like Woodex, the Russian biennial exhibition of woodworking, furniture, pulp
and paper, and finishing, scheduled from November 30 to December 3 at Crocus Expo in Moscow,
can be a starting point to forget the recent months, hoping that the much-feared Delta variant will remain
in the background.
Woodex will be held for sure – considering the Lesdrevmash was held last year, though on a smaller
scale – but dark shadows are looming, especially for visitors. As contagion expands and new restrictions
become possible, companies and visitors outside the Russian borders keep watching, waiting to have a
more comprehensive vision.
In 2019, during the latest edition, Woodex hosted 364 companies from 27 countries and more than
9,000 visitors in four days. If travel restrictions are not removed, these figures can hardly be repeated.
To make a recent example, the latest Lesdrevmash, running from October 19 to 22, 2020, suffered from
a 50 percent reduction. Compared to more than 12,000 visitors in 2018, last year the exhibition slightly
exceeded 5,000 (with exhibitors falling from 364 in 2018 to 127 in 2020). The comparison is certainly
unfair. The latest Lesdrevmash was organized on a smaller scale, while the next Woodex will have a
much wider audience, but we can only wait until November to see what comes out.
As mentioned, Woodex will be held, with great attention for face masks (our inseparable companies for
the past two years) and social distancing. Probably, we won't be able to exchange business cards, and
contacts will be reduced to a minimum, but the exhibition will happen. And this is definitely good news.
For the market, and not only. (f.i.) n
woodexpo.ru

One year ago, the last time we interviewed
Dario Corbetta, director of Acimall, the world
was totally different. “Covid-19” had already
hit our lives (and how much!) and shattered
even the best plans, as well as a long list of
events, but we hoped to see a new start in
the early months of 2021.
Unfortunately, such hopes have not come
true, especially in the exhibition industry,
where almost all the event have been delayed
or rescheduled. With Mr. Corbetta, we had
talked about Lesdrevmash and the importance of a physical exhibition, though on a
smaller scale. Now we are approaching Woodex, the biennial wood technology exhibition
scheduled from November 30 to December
3 in Moscow. From one exhibition to another,
to understand how the market has changed
during these months, also looking at the
figures of the Acimall Studies office.

Dario Corbetta.

“In the first quarter 2021, there was a strong recovery in Europe and worldwide. The incentives offered
by several national governments for Industry 4.0 initiatives have encouraged investments and we have
seen a rebound. Deliveries increased compared to the same period of last year and the industry is
expanding. In terms of indexes, we are very close to pre-Covid levels.
As to the Russian market, there was a strong increase in import on a global scale. In the first three
months of 2021, deliveries exceeded the 65 million euro threshold, up by 40 percent compared to
2020. Not only, we are recording such positive figures also in the second quarter. The outlook is really
encouraging, despite the travel restrictions and other limitations due to the pandemic".

How have companies acted in this difficult
period?
“First of all, let me say that companies have done
well, they have made wise decisions in face of
market difficulties. The biggest challenge was keeping in touch with customers and suppliers, bridging
the physical gap caused by the pandemic, and
companies managed to do that, making the most of the existing communication tools, which have
become essential in this period. Communicating over the web is not as effective as meeting in person
and shaking hands, but desperate times call for desperate measures...".

"Live" communications also happen at exhibitions...

COA
OA
AT
TED SOLID CARBIDE
E ROUTER
BITS FOR LARGE PROD
DUCTIONS
• Up to 4/6X longer cutting life
compared to uncoated bits
• Superior chip evacuation
• Better finishing and
increased productivity

• Less heat and pitch build-up
• Suitable forr laminated panels,
HPL, melam
mine, MDFF,, wood,
plastic, acrrylic and aluminum
• Less machine downtime

“Exactly. That's why we are all looking forward to Woodex. There are great expectations and excitement
for an event that might be a new starting point for the industry. So far, (the interview was made in July
2021, editor's note) approximately 35 Italian companies are going to attend, and this is an excellent
signal for the sector. Acimall, in collaboration with Ice, the agency for the promotion of Italian companies,
is organizing a collective pavilion to help companies participate.
Restoring in-person contacts is essential, just like planning for the coming years and events with a
certain level of stability. This is the big challenge of the present time: you cannot make plans for months
or years to come, you can only navigate by sight, hoping that a new surge of contagion does not force
you to change your plans.
With this situation, with this uncertainty, a physical exhibition becomes even more relevant and offers a
great opportunity for industry operators to meet".

China keeps growing and gaining market shares. What should European companies focus on?
“Definitely on products. The Chinese manufacturers can leverage the price factor, offering less sophisticated
technology at a lower price. The European companies must keep pursuing constant technological
progress, they must innovate and keep raising the bar to prevent their competitors from bridging the technological gap. This is a clear principle we are following also for the organization of the next Xylexpo: positioning into a high-end technology segment to show the best production of our industry".

4

Xylexpo will be an event to be discovered...
“Exactly. Xylexpo is the top promotion event for the Italian industry, and not only. Recently, we have announced the new dates, October 12 to 15, 2022, and a new concept that combines two exhibitions. On
one side, Xylexpo, dedicated to woodworking, on the other Bi-Mu, dedicate to metal working technology.
Two exhibitions, one event that will merge two sectors.
We are finalizing the agenda that will be presented to the public, media and investors between
September and October. We must admit that it was not easy to change the dates of Xylexpo, but we
believe we have made the right decision and time will prove us right".
by Francesco Inverso n

acimall.com

SISTEMI S.r.l.

61122 PESARO - Via Montanelli, 70 - Italy
Tel. +39.0721.28950 - Fax +39.0721.283476
info@sistemiklein.com - www.sistemiklein.com
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FOCUS RUSSIA
ALDO ZAFFARONI, OWNER ZAFFARONI
"WE STILL HAVE A WAIT-AND-SEE APPROACH..."

CARLO DI CERBO, SALES AREA MANAGER, GIARDINA GROUP
"DEMAND IS INCREASING: THE RUSSIAN MARKET NEEDS A LOCAL CONTACT..."
“The Russian market is very lively in this moment.
The government has offered incentives to purchase real estate properties, and this measure
has supported an increase in the demand of
furniture and wood-based products; this is great
news for companies, because it means that
manufacturers will have to equip and get ready
to meet more requests.
Before Covid-19, the Russian market accounted
for less than 10 percent of our revenues, but
after the pandemic we suffered from a reduction.
Our goal is to take revenues back up to preCovid levels as soon as possible, and try to improve constantly".
“The Russian market needs a local contact,
especially for technical service which must be
quick, accurate and timely. Speed makes a difference, so you need engineers that can move
freely across the country. Our engineers in
Russia are excellent, they can manage the installation of complete plants, not only single
machines. Russian customers are demanding,
they look for high technology and innovative
plants. They don't care much about price: they
want to have the best of technology".
“Doing business in Russia is not easy, you have

“For several decades, Russia has
been recording highs and lows due
to speculative actions or government
measures. We have the impression
that the country, crushed by the pandemic and an unfavorable currency
exchange, is once again suffering
Aldo
the competition with global players.
Zaffaroni.
We fear that the market might be attracted by Asian vendors who often
focus on strategies based on low prices”.
“Compared to 2020, in 2021 we have acquired a
few orders in Russia, but we feel we are still far
from considering Russia as a land of opportunity
in the short and in the medium-long term.
As provisioning wood is still difficult on a global
scale, it is not clear what will be the real effects of
the increasing prices of raw materials (wood) in

Luca Battistella.

"The goal for 2022 is to expand our market in
Russia further to go back to pre-Covid levels.
The upcoming Woodex exhibition from November 30 to December 3 will play a key role, we
are going to participate and we will finally have
a physical place to meet, not only virtual. It will
be a key moment to plan for the future and to
define the strategies to be adopted in the

to tackle logistic difficulties due to long distances
and language, as English is not spoken in many
companies. That's why exhibitions in Russia
are essential for business. They offer the possibility to get in touch with our customers and
new potential partners, overcoming the physical
distance that makes everything really complicated.
For this reason, we really want to attend the
next Woodex to find new customers, but most
of all to expand contacts with our historical customers beyond digital relationships". n

“Our business in the Russian market has remained
stable, with no significant variation despite the
sanitary emergency of the past two years. We
did not have serious problems with deliveries,
except for the total lockdown period last year".
“We have scheduled the participation to the
next Woodex, as we believe this can be an excellent opportunity for our business. We will see
what happens, right now we are waiting to see
what Acimall and Ice will do for the collective
pavilion. Sure, we hope we can go back to physical events. Digital exhibitions do not have the

giardinagroup.com

coming years. In the past few years, we have expanded our business in Russia, entering the sectors of doors and door frames, finalizing plants and opening a
new business stream that is giving
satisfaction and hopefully will give
even more in the future.
The Russian market is peculiar
and demanding, it requires highend technology, machining centers, advanced
machinery.
While China is expanding its market share for
low-price technology, in the high-end business
the situation is different.
These products are still dominated by European
manufacturers". n
comecgroup.it

STEFANIA BARBERIO, SALES MANAGER, WIRUTEX
“OUR GOAL IS TO CONTINUE OUR EXPANSION PROCESS…”
“The Russian market has always
been very important for us, and during the last year,
we could not follow
it properly due to
the travel restricStefania Barberio.
tions introduced
with the pandemic.
Despite these problems, our revenues have remained stable and we have an excellent order
book, but we know we still have wide margins
for growth. Before “Covid-19”, we had started an
expansion process, we hope we can resume it".
"Compared to the past, products demand is
growing, despite European manufacturers are
also strengthening their presence on the market.
And also, the pressure from Chinese manufac-

“I can say that the difficulties are
related to the historical troubles of
Russia: customs procedures, local
certifications, difficult transportation
in some regions, currency exchange rates, plus the health risks
brought by the pandemic".
“We still have a wait-and-see approach. The global
exhibition scenario has been struck unexpectedly
by an event that, combined with the changes that
had already started in the recent decades, has
forced many organizers to redesign their events". n

zaffaroni.com

GIORGIO BATTISTELLI, OWNER OF BUP UTENSILI
“WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO WOODEX...”

LUCA BATTISTELLA, SALES MANAGER AND VICE PRESIDENT OF COMEC GROUP
“THE MARKET IS WAKING UP AGAIN AND THE SITUATION IS IMPROVING…”
“The past two years have not been
easy due to the sanitary emergency. Now the market is recovering,
and since the end of 2020, we
have been recording an excellent
trend and a sustained flow of orders, coming to fruition in early
2021. We are still far from the figures of a few years ago, but the situation is improving rapidly".

the country. Apart from this, our
results compared to 2020 are largely positive at the moment."

turers is growing. We want to strengthen our
presence in the territory, and in this respect, attending exhibitions is essential. That's why we
hope we can attend the next Woodex in a collective pavilion organized by Acimall in collaboration with Ice. It depends on the development
of the sanitary emergency and possible travel
restrictions. We'll see what happens".
“The biggest hurdle to approach the Russian
market is the language. In many companies, no
one speaks English, so you always need an interpreter. It is also essential to have a local
reseller to stand close to the customer and gain
his loyalty. It's a demanding market that also
has to take into account a different currency
and customs duties". n

wirutex.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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same appeal as physical trade fairs. At present,
our attention is focused on traditional exhibitions,
I don't think we will attend any digital exhibition,
they are not as effective from our point of view.
Would I attend a digital exhibition as a visitor?
Probably I would, out of curiosity, but then,
would I buy any machine? I really don't think so,
not directly, at least. At an exhibition, you can
see a machine, touch it, and not just watch from
behind a screen. So, physical exhibitions taste
differently...". n
buputensili.com
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FOCUS RUSSIA
COMEC
FRONTAL CN - INNOVATIVE MULTI-PROCESS WORKING CENTERS

Thanks to its fifity years’ experience in woodworking machinery and a highly specialized technical team, Comec works in synergy with the
customer to develop dedicated and customized
multi-process working centers in order to
satisfy his needs.
“Frontal Cn” finds its use in the machining of
various applications such as beds, sofa, furniture,
doors, frames etc. Particularly recommended
for the production of elements in series (mass
production).
Its modular construction makes it possible to
combine in a single machine several operations

CAMAM
CNC ANGULAR CUTTING WORKING CENTERS

such as multiple drilling, milling,
cutting to size and to perform them
simultaneously, achieving high productivity even in the presence of
pieces with many operations.
The complete automatism in pieces’
loading and unloading gives the
possibility to employ only one operator in the machine use.
The automatic positioning on multiple
stations where all the operating heads work simultaneously combined with the NC
unit guarantee high productivity and high flexibility
during the daily production.
The special system of loading, station feed and
synchronized clamping of the parts guarantees
precise and clean working operations even on
surfaces with delicate finish.
With “Frontal Cn” concept, we designed an innovative and high-performance solution, which
is increasingly appreciated by customers all
over the world.
comecgroup.it

Camam “Tac Cnx” is the ideal solution for automatic processing of angular cutting and vertical
drilling from long bars of solid wood elements,
mdf, chipboard, multilayer, etc.
It finds its optimal use in the processing of elements for chairs, furniture, sofas, packaging,
stairs, parquet tiles with mosaic effect, decking,
fine arts, and various applications.
The automatic bars advancement feed is Nc
controlled step by step and allow continuous
production. The large-diameter circular saw
blade allows to process elements even of considerable section, with cutting angle from +60
degrees to minus 60 degrees. The cutting angle
rotation is controlled by Nc, thus allowing infinite
combinations of angle on the same bar at work.
The optional vertical drilling operation (single or
multiple point-to-point) is automatically managed
by Nc.
The particular loading system, without the pusher
but with a double side self-centering gripper,
allows to obtain extremely precise tolerances
and clean and accurate cuts, even on elements
with delicate surface.
All the working area is protected in a cabin for

INCOMAC
INCOMAC: SOLUTIONS FOR TREATING ANY WOOD SPECIES
The Incomac Company has specialized in designing, producing and installing kilns for the drying,
steaming and heat-treating of wood. In the last 45
years, it has sold and installed more than 10.000
kilns in 95 countries.
In order to offer a customer service that is totally
dedicated to Russia, it has recently opened an
office in Moscow with highly qualified local personnel.
Incomac’s product range offers solutions for treating
any wood species. Incomac’s kilns have a capacity
from 5 cubic meters to over 1000 cubic meters
and differ depending on the power
supply and the type of process:
conventional drying kilns that
operate based on the principle of
air exchange, condensation
drying kilns with heat pump, systems for treating pallets and
for other industrial treatments, high
temperature kilns.
Among conventional drying kilns,
Incomac can number the Icd
drying kiln, which operates based
on the principle of air exchange
and can be fed by any thermal
fluid or energy source.

an efficient cleaning and safety. Fast and accurate set-up makes this machine a flexible and
ready-to-use solution. The wide range of options
guarantees tailor-made customization for every
need.
All this is supported by an accurate and high
quality mechanics, suitable for an industrial
use even on multiple shifts.
The “user-friendly” interface with touch-screen
Nc panel is simple and intuitive complete with
all the preloaded working macro.
camamsrl.it

OMGA DIERREGI
“OPTIMA 120 ELITE”: THE LATEST NEWS FROM OMGA DIERREGI

Air exchange can be assured by either motorized
dampers or innovative heat recovery systems that
allow the user to recover of up to 30 percent of
thermal energy and guarantee the optimization
of the drying process. Moreover, the use of the
electronic device idry Stop&Go enables electrical
energy savings of up to 50 percent compared
to a standard drying cycle, since Stop&Go manages
ventilation and pause/run time automatically based
on the real conditions of the product.

incomac.com
With the new “Optima 120 Elite”, Omga Dierregi
has further completed his range of defecting
and optimizing crosscut saws, in order to respond
to the needs of the global markets. To complement the modern design lines of the equipment,
new technology and new software have been
developed to reach high precision, reliability,
renown quality and durability, which customers
came to expect from the Omga brand, over the
decades.
The feed speed of 120 meters per minute places
this model within the medium-high segment of
the Omga range of Optimizing Saws. The last
generation cnc with Windows Embedded OS is
complete with a 17” touch screen with adjustable

angle, as well as all types
of connection port (like
RJ45 Ethernet, USB etc.)
Thanks to pusher system,
traversing on precision linear rails, using linear
encoder and with the help
of a pneumatic tail clamp,
the “Optima 120 Elite”
can reach an absolute
positioning precision of
+/- 0.15 millimeters.
Vertical and front “intelligent clamps” within the cutting area can automatically adapt to the workpiece cross section
to shorten the cycle time to the very minimum.
Safety is also a major concern at Omga, the
operator is protected by a safety photocell
curtain.
Ergonomics and user friendly have been key
points during development of new “Optima 120
Elite” project; versatility was another goal, which
was accomplished by the ability to receive a
full set of options like automatic in-feed loading
systems, Ink-jet printers, width scanners as well
as length sorting systems at the out-feed.
omga.it

QUICKWOOD
ROW PREPARATION AND LAQUER SANDING OF GROOVED DOORS
It’s now available the new economic (in the
price) but ouststanding in the performances,
Quickwood Model “Ro 800/1 + Qrc 3” automatic
roto machine for 850 millimeters working width,
with two roto heads to take advantage of the

two main type of brushes patented Quickwood:
“Qn tynex + Qd 300/100” any grit for the maximum of penetration into narrow grooves and
“Q.Flex 65/75” for the maximum of the flattening,
smoothing and rounding of the edges of the
carved surfaces.
The main roto head has four counterotating
brushes (two left , two right) to get rid of all the
rising fibers (on the row massive wood, plywood,
mdf) even in the deep and narrow patterns.
The second head made with rotocups oscillating
trasversally will be in charge of the smoothing
effect and the rounding up of all the edges.
Both types of brushes will be prepared with any
of the grits available on the market with original
production from Quickwood.
All the functions are controlled by inverters.
The vacuum bed will assure a perfect and
staedy feeding of small pieces trough the
brushes action.
The model can be supplied also in the bigger
size “Ro 1300/1+Qrc5” vacuum for the maximum
working width of 1,300 millimeters. “Performance
tests are to be carried out in our factory on your
products”, Quickwood’s motto.
quickwood.it
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

SISTEMI KLEIN
SPECIALISTS IN THE PRODUCTION OF CNC ROUTER TOOLING
Sistemi is a leading Italian company specialized
in the production of cnc router tooling and tool
holders for machining centres for processing
wood and derivates, aluminum, plastics and
advanced materials. We supply our products in
more than forty countries in the world with its
own brand Klein. In addition, Sistemi is the exclusive distributor of “m.conti” measuring instruments, gauges especially designed for checking dimensions and inspect the quality of the
panel in the furniture industry. “We are
proud to manufacture our products in
Italy, following the highest standard of
quality control thanks to the long collaboration with several European manufacturers of woodworking cnc router
machines”, commented the company.
One of Sistemi’s latest innovations is the
“KleinDIA” coating. A special ultra-thin
layer of graphite and diamond (less than
one micron) that exponentially extends
cutter life up to six times longer than uncoated tools, allowing you to produce
more with less downtime and reach a
greater productivity. Sistemi latest spiral
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cutters combine the quality of roughing and finishing in one tool, with a special chip breaker for
working many different abrasive material.
A further innovation is the spoilboard 3-wings
insert knives cutter for surfacing mdf, already
integrated with a “Hsk63f” shrink fit chuck,
which guarantees higher machining precision
and a very long cutter life.
sistemiklein.com
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FOCUS RUSSIA
MAKOR
EVOLUTION “FLEXI” LINE
Research, development, innovation, these
are the guidelines that Makor offers to
its customers. In this field, Makor proposes flexible lines for coating, with practical
demonstrations from its test-lab.
A new painting line has been installed in
the new Test-Lab. It consists of a latest
generation “Cartesian Robot Evolution
Twin” and an innovative flexible drying
oven, mod. “Flexi” oven.
With the new evolution robot it is possible
to coat the pieces in tracking mode up to a
speed of five meters per minute, to achieve
superior quality without penalizing productivity,
while any shape and section up to 300 millimeters
in height can be coated on a stationary piece.
Different batches can be loaded on the “Flexi”
flexible oven with various drying characteristics
dedicated tray per tray. The temperature control
system for each tray makes the new “Flexi”
oven an indispensable instrument for the continuous request for flexibility of our customers.
During this Pandemic period, Makor offers to its
customers tests and demonstrations by video
conference, “to touch” the new application and
process technologies, as well as integrations
with the Industry 4.0 process and control.
Thanks to the “X-series” software, Makor has
proposed a system capable of automatically

BIESSE
“WINSTORE X2”, HIGH PERFORMANCE AND FUNCTIONALITY

monitoring and setting the line parameters, such
as changes and color, cycle adjustment and
spraying parameters, drying parameters, time
management and drying modes. Color change
is quick and with reduced waste of paint during
the change. Other features: high efficiency transfer application system; control of the spraying
parameters, measurement of the paint consumption; smart working mode for cycle times and
quality with considerable paint saving; tapio
ready, demonstration of the potential of the new
platform, which allows monitoring the production
process of the entire factory.
The system, completely integrated in the machine
control panel, allows remote monitoring of the
production process.
makor.it

GMC
“WE FOLLOW OUR PASSION…”: GMC’S MOTTO
From over 30 years, Gmc has been involved in
the gluing sector; specialized in the wood sector,
today, the company also develops gluing systems
for many other sectors.
With their team, they are able to offer a complete
service, from the design to the creation of customized systems for every type of need and
gluing.
Gmc helps customers simplify and integrate
any business process with demonstrable merits
at the end of the work.
The company has been collaborating for years
with important companies in the sector recognized worldwide.
Gmc does not follow the trend, but designs
each product, studying it specifically, from mechanics to aesthetics.
Some of Gmc’s systems: pneumatic glue dispenser and “Applli-Pur” dispensing system
with pump, for Pva and Pur glues, these systems
allow you to work and manage glues easily and
without waste, maximum ease of use and flexibility
of use thanks to to the wide range of nozzles.
On their website, you can find and download catalogs and view entire range of products and the
company is available for standardized or perso-

The market expects a change
in manufacturing processes
which enables companies to
accept the largest pos¬sible
number of orders. This is coupled with the need to maintain
high quality standards and high
productivity for products manufactured in many variants, with
quick and defined delivery times.
It is no longer possible to predict
production volumes with any
certainty, so you cannot afford
to build up costly inventory that
eventually becomes obsolete.
“Winstore” is an automated storage for the optimised management of panels
for large contract manufacturers, which guarantees production with reduced times and
costs. “Winstore” can be integrated into nesting
and sizing cells with a significant increase in
productivity. “Winstore X2” is a configuration
designed for customers who demand high performance and a significant increase in productivity
for efficient and personalized production.
“Winstore X2” is the most productive machine
in the range, thanks to the option of machining
500 panels per shift.
“Winstore X2” consists of groups of three suction
cups that are located on the front part of the
frame for the optimal management of thin panels
and moved by pneumatic cylinders in repeated
and alternating cycles. Vacuum management
on the suction cup frame can be adjusted, software parameters can automatically activate or
exclude each suction cup, facilitating the release
of rough and thin materials.

nalized work. “We follow our passion by seeking
inspiration from our work”, Gmc’s motto.
gmcsrl.it

G3 FANTACCI
FORTY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE FOR THE RUSSIAN MARKET
G3 Fantacci is on the Russian market since
many years, one of the first engagments of Mr.
Gianluca Fantacci was to visit Russia and discover the market. It was the 80s.
Since then our company has always been firmly
active in the area. Dealing with many partners,
equipping many companies with our tools.
Most of the tools supplied on the Russian market
are standard tools such as planing cutter heads,
which have been studied in every detail to fully
satisfy the request, in addition to the Hm integral
solid carbide routers and collet holders. Another
important direction is that of the tools for the
production of the chair, the major manufacturing
companies use G3 Fantacci’s products, which

are developed on the project by their request
with the close cooperation of manufacturers of
the machines for the chairs production. By supplying the whole range of tools, brazed, with
changeable knife and diamond, the company
has all the solutions for all needs. The presence
on the market and the strength are given by the
close collaborations that have lasted for decades
with the partners who represent G3 Fantacci,
offering products throughout the territory.
The collaboration was definitively forged with
the leader of the market Kami, focusing on the
exclusivity of the relationship and managing to
keep sales growing despite the general crisis
and the pandemic. Other collaborations with
the main representatives of
the market support the sales
network in order to ensure
that the entire vast territory of
Russia is covered.

g3fantacci.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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The new double parallelogram router ensures
increased sturdiness, allowing for the safe management of heavier weights. Panels are traceable thanks to the automatic labelling system,
complete with printer.
The camera system for monitoring allows the
operator to efficiently monitor and manage the
manufacturing process, phase by phase, from
the office. The work phases can be stored, allowing the operator to check any malfunctions
and address them promptly.
“Winstore X2” is an exclusive new product on
the market, however since the re-engineering
of the Biesse Moscow showroom in June 2021,
the new layout comprises another example of
an automated storage, “Winstore X3”, which
gives the idea of how it can be integrated into a
production cell and how it can upgrade the effectiveness by automated operations.
biesse.com
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FOCUS RUSSIA
PESSA
A FAMILY’S STORY IN WOODWORKING SECTOR
Founded in the ‘50s by Pessa brothers to operate
in sector of machines for agricultural applications,
in the ‘60s moved to the first discontinuous
flakers for Pb industry, to arrive today with the
handover to the daughters of the two founders,
to design and manufacture machinery and
plants for the particle size reduction of wood
and preparation of flakes, chips and fiber, mainly
used in the Wbp, Mdf, Osb industry.
The production includes: machines for the
primary working of wood and recovery of wood
wastes as discontinuous flakers for Pb and
Osb, drum chippers; machines for particle comminution as knife ring flakers, hammer mills, refining mills; systems for wood feeding, handling
and storage; extraction, storage and mixing systems for flakes, chips, sawdust; auxiliary equipments and reconditioning service of the part
subject to heavy wear as cutterheads for flakers,
rotors for chippers and impellers for knife ring
flakers and refiners.
An important remark on the universal discontinuous flakers, reliable machines with extra-

CURSAL
OPTIMIZING CROSS CUTTING BY CURSAL

ordinary performances, designed to comply
with different production requirements and able
to produce good quality calibrated flat flakes,
especially Osb strands with superior mechanic
characteristics.
Particular attention to the Osb board Russian
market where several Discontinuous Flakers,
with different production capacity, have already
been sold.
pessaimpianti.com
Cursal optimizing cross cutting saws currently
works in many regions of Russia, thanks to the
multi-year partnership with the Russian dealer
Kami from Moscow. Most of Cursal’s customers
produce large variety of elements, profiles, finger-joint recoveries, especially in pine, fir and
wood derivatives. But which are the most requested optimizing saws? Always the belt traction
for the high-speed selection of quality and
defects. In particular, companies require the
compact “Trv 1200E”, ideal for small and medium
sections, with self-limited speed of 195 meters
per minute, with Brushless servomotor.
“Trv 1200” is very versatile and, for this reason,
it is used for recovery, defect cleaning, or, alternatively, for more specific and complex jobs

VIGANÒ MARIO
“SP 1200” AND “TP 850/1300”: FOR THE RUSSIAN MARKET

Viganò Mario is a well-known Italian company
present on Russian market for several years.
These are some of the machines in the range of
the company.
Buffing machine mod. “SP 1200”: to buff different
kinds of materials and flat surfaces (polyester, polyurethane, paints, metals, marble, copper , brass
and plastic), its machine body consists of a mobile
table and a fixed head. Up and down movement

is motorized and sliding on guides
and ball bushing pads, the twoways speed table translation is
controlled by inverter with adjustment by means of potentiometer
and the buffing time is set by a
programmable stroke-counter.
The buffing is performed by a
sleeve, perpendicular to working
way, which contains 350 millimeters high quality cotton discs.
Semi-automatic machine mod.
“Tp 850/1300”: it allows the application of a removable selfadhesive protective film on delicate surfaces. It is particularly suitable for painting
and packing processes. The machine can be placed in- and offline. The film is applied on the
panel with an adjustable overflowing to grant the
best protection both on surface and edges. it can
be performed to apply film on top or bottom side
of panel.

viganomario.it

NERLI
“PN 13/1T/2L/TS”: WITH SPECIAL HEAD FOR PRECISION-FINISHING
Officine Meccaniche Nerli, founded in 1959,
continues the tradition of Nerli Liberale & Figli,
established in 1945, and is growing today with
the fourth generation. Nerli offers a complete
range of sanding machines, brushing and polishing machines for a high gloss finishing of
the best quality , “mirror effect”, without shadings
and undulations.
The modular automatic sanding machine mod.
“PN 13/1T/2L/TS”, with special head for precision-finishing, which is an absolute innovation
thanks to its original contact system between
longitudinal abrasive belt and chevron belt. It
gives to the finishing all those advantages which
are proper to the narrow belt sanding machines
and to which everybody attributes the top quality
sanding standards.
The technical features are: narrow transversal abrasive belt
(fitted on first head), with indipendent electronic system for
each pressure pad, intermediate
belt and pneumatic abrasive
and intermediate belt stretching;
wide top abrasive belt (first indipendent head), with rubbercoated roller, electronically timed inlet/outlet upon contact
with workpiece and twin-line
machining installation; wide top
abrasive belt (second indipen-

dent head), with complete pad equipped with
electronic system independent of smaller pads
forming the pressure system; outlet scotch
brite roller (fitted on second head); vacuum
system in the machining area of the three abrasive belts; 15 HP d.c. motor on transversal
abrasive belt; two 20 HP motor-driven speed
variators for wide abrasive belts, placed on the
two heads; overhead push-button panel, containing electronic system with coded work cycle
storage and repeatability, direct digital readout
of machining thickness, abrasive belts and conveyor belt speeds, speed regulation and variation,
on display screen.

cursal.com

PRIMULTINI
“MQA”, “MRA”, “MSA”: TWO-SPINDLE MULTIPLE RIPSAW
This two-spindle multiple ripsaw are the last news from Primultini. The machine is completely enclosed in compliance
with current European safety
regulations. The frame is composed of very thick structural
tubes to guarantee high rigidity.
It is used to obtain boards and
prisms from a large plank of
various dimensions: the double
shaft makes ripsawing extremely
easy even for considerably thick,
large hardwood planks.
Blade unit: each of the two
blade shafts is made of special
high-strength steel.
The bearings, provided with
locking nuts, are constantly monitored by temperature sensors.
Feeding belt: the feeding belt is composed of a
series of toothed bars which, thanks to their
shape, allow a constant and continuous feeding
of the large plank. It is driven by an electric
motor with inverter, which thus allows the speed
to be changed as needed.

Anti-kickback guards: the machine is equipped
with splinter guards and anti-kickback devices.
Press: the rollers that make up the press are
operated by pneumatic cylinders with adjustable
pressure. Not only, this machine also has 10,4”
touch-screen control panel.
primultini.com

MACMAZZA
INVESTMENTS AND SOLUTIONS FOR THE RUSSIAN MARKET

nerli.it

Regarding Russia and any foreign country of
so big extension and even important geographical distance from machines’ manufacturers
but even from local dealers and service (mainly
located in central or Moscow areas), Macmazza
has some special and not common solution dedicated to leave end users more Independent
from us Manufacturers and from local dealers/
service engineers .
Macmazza experience dedicated to cnc Beam
Saws, only, for 45 years has been the first in this
world to install a standard Personal Computer
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

where a high degree of software
processing is required.
Highly requested in companies
that have to process large quantities of wood, are the optimizing
saws “Trv 2200E/2700Eb”, very
fast (self-limited to 300 millimeters
per minute), they stand out for
the generosity of components,
accessories, details and for scheduled minimal maintenance,
thanks to the elimination of dynamic organs
and passive transmissions. The sturdy Cursal’s
optimization software is constantly being implemented. It is equipped with a touch-screen
computer with the possibility of managing orders
on multiple folders, where up to 128 groups of
measurements (16 widths and 8 qualities) can
be saved and executed simultaneously with independent options for each group, in two cutting
modes: optimization between defects or programmed sequence. The operator can give
priority to the lengths, quantities, value, minor
waste or combine more priorities and work in
continuous or alternating optimization.
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Ibm comp. over a beam saw since 1989
and last Windows software, with the same
above mentioned object and clear result.
The Italian company has decided to invest
for all his machines’ special and standard
wide range very Hi-Tech Schneider components, that are so expensive for us
manufacturers, only, but very easy to find
economically and locally everywhere and
with very long life compatibilities.
Of course, the last “Covid-19” situation
has put in even bigger evidence the big
advantages for end users to find all the
components it has helped Macmazza to improve
a lot the always existing easy and friendly
software self-diagnostics, alarms and maintenance, all teleservice supports that has allowed
the company to ship and install remotely even
big and special machines just following step by
step local operators, even untrained before, without needing our engineers’ trips, difficult due
to pandemic situation.

macmazza.it
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FOCUS RUSSIA
NORDUTENSILI
SHARPENED TOOLS, TIME AND MONEY SAVING

Nordutensili, the Italian tool manifacturer, offers
various products for the Russian market.
Nu single manual sharpening machine for drills
with radius spurs, is a very compact, easy to
use, machine. The sharpening system is specifically designed for drills with radius spurs (Laser,
Kanefusa, Marathon, Mosquito and similar).
Nu single manual sharpening machine for
dowel drills is a very compact, easy to use, machine. The sharpening system is specifically designed for dowel drills (solid carbide and brazed).
Nu single manual sharpening machine for
through bore drills is a very compact, easy to
use, machine.
The sharpening system is specifically designed

SCM GROUP
SCM AND KATYUSHA: A STRONG PARTNERSHIP SINCE 2007

for through bore drills (solid carbide and brazed). Supports and linear guides supplied with
the machine allow, through a simple manual
adjustment, to create your preferred cutting
angles.
Nu complete manual sharpening machine for
drills is very compact and easy to use. The machine is supplied with supports to sharpen:
dowel drills (solid carbide and brazed) diameter
from five to sixteen millimeters; through bore
drills (solid carbide and brazed) diameter from
four to sixteen millimeters; drills with radius spurs
(Laser, Kanefusa, Marathon, Mosquito and similar)
diameter from four to ten millimeters.
Through a simple manual adjustment, the operator can easily switch from one configuration
to another one in a very short time. This is the
ideal sharpening machine if you have many
different kinds of tools to resharpen.
With Nordutensili’s machines sharpened tools
are ready to use, with a significant time and
money saving.
All models of these machine are equipped with
a convenient grinding wheel dresser designed
to re-profile the wheel with the original geometry.

Katyusha (Dmi Group) is a one of Russia’s
leading furniture companies. In recent years, it
launched its kitchen production department, a
new 7,000 square metre factory. This was followed by the launch of the new factory where
panel production was moved to and which doubled its volumes: 250 thousand cubic metres
per year.
In the many departments of this huge factory
there are dozens of SCM machines: "gabbiani"
panel sizing machines, "stefani" edge banders,
"morbidelli" machining and drilling centres,
"mahros" automation systems and a Superfici
finishing range.
Katyusha started working with SCM in 2007.
Among the latest purchases there is a “stefani
one” edge bander which is especially wellsuited to softforming. The Russian customer
needed to work with a single panel edgebanding
machine, both straight, with various kinds of
thickness, and shaped, with 45 degree softfor-

nordutensili.it

COSTA LEVIGATRICI
“XL”: EXTREMELY WIDE CROSS BELT UNIT FOR HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTIONS
Costa Levigatrici has been working on the
Russian market for more than thirty years and
increased its presence in the country thanks to
its Moscow representative office established in
1992. High reliability and long-lasting life of calibrating, sanding and brushing machines are
the strong points that allowed Costa Levigatrici
to become a permanent presence in the main
woodworking factories in Russia with more than
250 machines.
Increasing request on products quality and production volumes encourages us to develop constantly new technological innovations: our latest
wide cross belt unit “XL” is designed not only for

high-production plants but also for small and medium-sized companies, which are looking for excellent surface finishing on cross grain direction.
This patented system has an abrasive surface
almost doubled compared with standard cross
belt unit. Consequently, lasting time of abrasive
belt is longer, avoiding line interruptions for belt
change and saving expenses for new abrasive
tools purchase. Moreover, wider abrasive surface
allows woodworking companies to increase line
feed speed, in this way offering the market products
with uniformly fine and flat surface at lower cost.
Industrial applications of this unit are wide: from
calibrating on rough surfaces to fine sanding
on lacquered surfaces. Producers who already
use the new cross belt system report about excellent results also on workpieces with longitudinal
grain direction.
“XL” unit perfectly fits Russian market in view of
the huge number of manufacturing companies
specialized in wide panels processing.
Finally yet importantly, wide cross belt unit is
equipped with incomparable Costa Levigatrici
high-definition sectioned pad. The company offers wide cross belt on machines with working
width from 650 to 3,700 mm.

scmwood.com

costalev.com

SECAL
DRYING KILNS BY SECAL: EFFICIENT AND PERFORMING SYSTEM
Choosing the right and more
efficient drying kiln is not
easy at all, there are many
different aspects to be considered. More than four thousands Secal’s customers all
around the world have chosen by giving preference to
a product that it was strongly
characterized from a qualitative and technologic point
of view and supported by a
consolidated structure made
up of expert consultants, efficient technicians and technologists.
A team of professionals is dedicated to software
development to make the kilns more and more
efficient in any climatic condition and any type of
wood. Many of the software that Secal is able to
offer today are exclusive and characterize our
kilns only. More performing systems in terms of
drying times, "green" systems in terms of energy
consumption and operator friendly systems.

Despite the hard times that all the world is
facing, the company successfully concluded
several important projects maintaining the positive
growth trend. The new software "Epl Supervisor
8" it is the most advanced software today available, open and absolutely customizable and
ready for Industry 4.0.
secalsrl.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

ming machining and special J-Shape and UShape profiles. The company also needed to
regularly and rapidly change the kind of glue
for both processes while always keeping accuracy and quality levels high. Indeed, Katyusha
used both white and neutral polyurethane glue
according to the different furniture elements to
be produced, in this case, mostly kitchens.
Thanks to the quantity and quality of the operator
units, all of them separate from one another,
this "turnkey" edgebanding machine allows to
raise performance levels and production flexibility
to maximum heights.
Katyusha cares a lot to obtain always the perfect
finishing, independently of whether it is glossy
or matt, transparent or pigmented lacquer Superfici has provided a solution suitable for all
painting needs: a double brushing machine,
blowers and anti-static devices for perfect workpiece cleaning; the “Valtorta F1” roller coater;
the “Selecure” Uv dryer, curtain coating machine
“Valtorta Val/B”, the “Bravorobot” 5-axis spraying robot, the
“Contivert” vertical oven with four
independent ventilation stages
and an the Poliedra three dimensional Uv curing dryer for clear
and pigmented lacquer. Alongside
with the “dmc tc4” wide belt sander it becomes a highly flexible,
high productivity line, designed
to be able to handle any coating
requirements, using water-borne
or polyurethane coatings, for matt
and direct high gloss as well.
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SUSTAINABILITY

FINISHING

MAKOR: SUSTAINABILITY
AND CIRCULAR ECONOMY
The world we live in is a perfect machine, where
everything has a reason to be and a balance of its
own, where the lifecycle of living beings and
nature can continue to "maintain itself" and reproduce. A sort of endless circle that perpetuates
itself in a balanced way. In a word, "circular",
¬where nothing is created and nothing is destroyed,
but everything is transformed.
But we should also add that, since the beginning
of the so-called "industrial revolution", people have
started to focus on strictly economic factors, increasingly exploiting the natural resources that
were abundant all over the world, available at
zero cost or close to, to speculate and get rich.
The situation has changed dramatically, and in recent years, the damage done has been so clear
that human beings have developed a different
awareness, starting to realize that a change of direction is inevitable and no longer delayable. We
have developed a new environmental awareness
that is encouraging more and more people to join
and fix the damage done, or at least reduce the
impact on the environment and natural resources,
trying to introduce new virtuous behaviors.
The emerging concept is a new form of economy,
called “circular”, which basically revolves around
the concept that each activity must take into consideration all the necessary elements to produce
a product or a service, from the provisioning of
raw materials up to the end-of-life; and we must
ensure that all the component, materials or elements
can somehow “go back to their origins”, be properly
disposed of, recovered, recycled without damaging
the environment or wildlife.
This is the starting point for a new approach to
"social living" based on a new form of economy, a
new vision of production and trade, built on
essential values that include a strong focus on
"saving" resources and energy, creating new knowledge and new practices to generate economic
saving for the society as a whole, while at the
same time creating new skills and new jobs.
Makor is a young company with longstanding experience, more than fifty years in the surface finishing business. It is young as it employs many
young people, a staff of dynamic people, sensitive

SAYERLACK'S
GREEN COMMITMENT

to the topics of environmental protection, with
skills and expertise that are supporting Makor's
focus on the circular economy. Of course, no illusions, as we know well how much is still to be
done to increase the number of companies and
people working "in the right direction"; but we
know that even a small contribution can take us
closer to a better world, life and economy.
For some time now, Makor has seen clear improvements also in its reference industry, i.e. painting
operations in the wood industry, including the
entire business of chemical products and coatings
used in these operations; these products are not
"influenced" by Makor's green vision, but in recent
years they have established partnerships and collaborations with coating manufacturers to develop
technologies with a lower environmental impact.
In this respect, the company has recently developed
"Gemini", a filling and coating process for mdf
and particleboard panel edges, using coatings
with no Voc emissions, as they have a dry residue
of 100 percent. Furthermore, the equipment used
for application is designed to eliminate waste,
thus reducing product consumption and avoiding
emissions of volatile substances.
The same concept, with the necessary modifications
to the application equipment, has been replicated
in the new "TF/P" system for the coating of linear
profiles, using paints with 100 percent dry residue
or water-based products, both with no emissions
of organic substances.
For other types of machines - where the coating is
applied using atomizing guns - Makor regularly
collaborates with all coating manufacturers to promote the use of water-based paints with zero
emissions, as the volatile content in the coating is
water, and therefore it is not polluting.
There is also a significant effort upstream, as
Makor is committed to design and build machines
that are increasingly "greener", minimizing the
electric and heating energy consumption required
to heat the drying ovens.
All these initiatives deployed by Makor lead to
lower TCO and, consequently, increased competitiveness of the customers, while at the same
time reducing emissions into the atmosphere and
offering a small contribution to protecting the environment. n

Everyday furniture producers face a very competitive
market. One key to success is to find solutions
that reduce the paint consumption and increase
the transfer efficiency, whereby both factors directly
translate into much more "sustainable" products.
Electrostatic application is one such solution
and is commonly adopted on many wooden articles.
The designers and engineers of furniture work
hard to increase the number of items possible to
coat with this kind of process.
In order to get the perfect result choosing the
most suitable coating is crucial. The R&D Team at
Sayerlack have formulated several water-based
products that guarantee the quality and performance necessary for the wide range of electrostatic
spray guns on the market, and that comply with
the severe solvent emission legislation that industrial
producers need to meet.
Sayerlack has developed a full range of water-based
products with low Voc content, easy to recycle and
fast drying, to satisfy any need of high-speed, highefficiency, electrostatic equipment application.
Clear basecoat “AU0420/00” ensures high build,
excellent sandability and fast drying. It’s a very versatile water-based product that fits the requirements
of the electrostatic application method. With perfect
sanding and high covering, this product is highly
recommended in order to get the highest quality.
The extra verticality of the topcoats of the waterbased series “AT71XX/00” and “AT7125/BV” allow
for a perfect application of whatever quantity, no
matter what the shape of the substrate is. The
wide range of gloss levels of “AT71XX/00”, as well
as the chemical and physical performances, satisfy
the demanding needs of the furniture market. This
product is so versatile that can also be used as a
self-sealer when quality and production simplification
have the priority over sandability. Also “AT7125/BV”
as well is generally used as self-sealer in electrostatic applications.
“AF49XX/13” is a water-based self-sealer that fits
many different applications, including the electrostatic. The possibility to use the same product as
first and second layer obtaining very good covering
is the advantage that simplifies and standardizes
the production process and stockage.
The extra covering water-based clear topcoat

sayerlack.it

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
Since 1866, Sherwin-Williams has provided manufacturers and painters with the coatings needed
to improve the appearance of artifacts and extend their life, helping them achieve their productivity
and sustainability targets. With their commitment to innovation, technological strength, research
and development, combined with the capacity to listen to customer needs, Sherwin-Williams is a
reference for industrial coatings for wood, glass, metal and plastics.
In 2010, The Sherwin-Williams Company acquired the well-known international brands Sayerlack
and Becker Acroma, becoming a global leader in wood coatings. Today, The Sherwin-Williams
Company, with more than 60 thousand employees, is the world's biggest producer of coatings.
Sherwin-Williams develops, manufactures and distributes products in 80 countries with the
Sayerlack, Linea Blu, Oece and Sherwin-Williams brands.
For more than 60 years, the Sayerlack brand has been a synonym for innovative solutions for wood
treatment and finishing. Sayerlack's products are distinguished by solid tradition combined with
commitment to innovation. In 1988, Sayerlack was the first company in Italy producing water-based
wood coatings. Today, Sayerlack is constantly committed to meeting the changing needs of environmental friendliness, performance and innovation of its customers. Sayerlack's products can
meet the requirements of all the segments of the wood industry: furniture, constructions, outdoor
structures, garden furniture, shipbuilding, housing, car interiors and musical instruments. Sayerlack's
spirit of Italian innovation is expanding, adding coatings for glass, metal and plastics.

makor.it

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

“ATL3869/00” is the answer to achieve a good
result with a very minimal effort. The good verticality
and building power, together with the perfect flow
and levelling, guarantee to get with only one application the result that is usually achieved with
two coats. Production time is reduced and sanding
activities are no longer needed; this both reduces
the costs while increasing efficiency of many production lines.
By brilliant R&D lab work, the new clear self-sealer
“AF2001/00” was born. It’s a two-component water-based matt self-sealer, that produces an effect
that is as natural as possible. Uniform matte “3
gloss” at all angles with exceptional mark resistance
compared to all other water or solvent finishes in
this gloss. Excellent transparency is achieved in
two coats. “AF2001/00” has very high resistance to
cold liquids according to Uni En 12720, to creams,
dry and wet heat at 100°C according to Uni En
12721 and Uni En 12722, to steel wool, to scratch
according to Uni Cen/Ts 15186, to retention dirt according to Uni 9300 and to cleaning with solvents.
With the same very high performance and chemical-physical resistances, but with a captivating
soft-feel effect to the touch, the new two-component water-based topcoats for interiors 2-3
gloss, neutral “AT2003/NN” and white “AT2003/BB”
will be launched on the market soon.
The excellent chemical resistance allows the surfaces treated with these coatings to be sanitized
even with alcohol without fear of discoloring or
polishing the surfaces. n
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FINISHING

MILESI: SUSTAINABLE
AND SANITIZING COATINGS

“Imagic L1” drilling machine.

IMA SCHELLING:
THE CHOICES OF THE GROUP
To know the latest news from Ima Schelling, we Our “Imagic L1” offers highly flexible drilling and
had a long and pleasant conversation with Umberto fully automated operation, achieving the highest
Rivolta, president of Ima Schelling Italia. But efficiency possible.
before we talked about new things, we reviewed Such performance is also supported by a new pathe current situation after a period that – we will tented system to convey and clamp the workpiece;
never get tired of repeating – has represented a according to our tradition, this machine is based
on a modular concept to provide each customer
partition between "before" and "after".
“After the lockdown, it was immediately clear that exactly with the solution they need".
the furniture market was somehow
“The second big topic we presented
euphoric, and this attitude had an
in early May was our brand new syimpact on technology demand”, Ristem for edge management on squavolta said. “We immediately started
ring-edgebanding machines. More
to work at fast pace, or actually, we
and more customers have to handle
continued to "work well", as the meaa few hundred codes with different
sures for Industry 4.0 had already
thickness, color and height, and congiven a boost. Since May 2020, we
Umberto Rivolta.
sequently, they are looking for a sowent back to work at full speed, allution to manage these operations.
though we were worried about possible negative developments after the summer. I We had already designed machines with edge
admit we were ready to face a sharp drop, but in- magazines including up to 100 stations, but they
stead here we are, full of orders and very happy were never enough. So, we have developed a sywith our work. We are enjoying the results of clear stem to respond to this need, optimizing and auand, I believe, bold decisions. We do not build tomating all edge-related operations.
machines for everyone: we always address the I can tell you that our solution automatically feeds
high end of the market, as we have decided to the coil directly into the machine at the right time
build our competitiveness on the quality of our so- and exactly at the point of application. If you want,
lutions. This is a principle we have never given we can call them fast automatic magazines that
up, even when a little step back could secure an feed the edgebanding machine very quickly".
order. That's the way we are, this is our philosophy,
We guess it is essential to see the machine in
the result of our history.
Maybe our results also derive from the fact that operation...
we make clear choices, often before the others “Definitely. We are talking about a solution to a
or against the trend. We were the first to decide longstanding problem in edgebanding, even more
we would not attend any exhibition in these months, challenging with the current production requirements
the first – if I am not wrong – to announce an and methods. We have found a solution to handle
open-house event in early May to show that inno- the edges in a fully automatic way, while substantially reducing error margins in an operation
vation has never stopped”.
that, until now, required the operator to act frequently, so it was easy to run into problems and
What did you show?
“We talked about several topics, from strategies failures due to the need of manual operations to
for batch-one sawing to new edgebanding aggre- be executed as fast as possible. We have presented
gates, but we mainly leveraged this opportunity to our solution".
preview three brand new projects. I would call
them "prototypes at an advanced stage of definition": And the third piece of news?
while they are already in operation at a few custo- “A large portion of business – or our business, at
mers, they represent the "vision" that will characterize least – has moved to “batch one” operations, or
make-to-order, with edgebanding and automation
our future.
I am referring to a new concept of drilling systems that must be fed with an adequate number
machine, an absolute innovation for the group, a of panels, entering the process at specific intervals.
batch-one pass-through drilling machine that can This is not easy to handle in a cutting process:
process different panels in rapid sequence, exe- cutting thousands of panels “ready to order” matcuting different drilling schemes on elements of ching the line speed is not an easy task... We
different size. This plant can execute operations have developed a suitable solution, starting from
on all six sides of a panel, as shown during the a modular concept and designing a new batchone panel saw – “HL1” – which starts from a proglobal preview of our digital event.
ductivity of 1,500 panels per working
shift up to over 6 thousand, simply by
coordinating different machines using
artificial intelligence and advanced
software.
I confess that we are looking forward
to showing these solutions live to our
customers, as they are really worth
seeing in operation!".

Research and innovation, sustainability and special
attention to surface sanitization, a more and more
relevant activity after two years of pandemic. With
these targets, Milesi, the coating specialist of group
Ivm, presented a new generation of coatings at
Fuorisalone Digital Edition (from 12 to 18 April).
combining the sustainability of the “BioPaint” range,
developed with raw materials from renewable sources,
with the “Healthy.Wood” technology, which leverages
the sanitizing properties of silver to offer long-lasting
surface protection from bacteria.
These green and sanitizing coatings have been developed by Milesi for applications on different types
of furniture and furnishing complements, offering
coating solutions that safeguard the well-being of
people and the environment. At the same time, the
coatings also offer high performance, preserving
the visual qualities and natural beauty of wood.
The “BioPaint” coatings – containing up to 75
percent or renewable raw materials (vegetal waste
not designed for human nutrition) – are combined
with a technology that inhibit bacteria proliferation
up to 99.9 percent. Besides “Uv100%” products

MEASUREMENTS
The renewable portion was measured with a
radiocarbon dating test by Beta Analytic, a testing laboratory based in Miami, Florida, founded
in 1979 and specializing in radiocarbon dating.
The test (identified as Astm D6866) measures
the content of renewable raw materials of
vegetal origin in products. For this purpose, a
standard coded test has been developed.

by Luca Rossetti n
The new edge management system.

imaschelling.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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A table made by
Pizzolato Tavoli
and painted with
“Healthy.Wood”.

developed for the needs of large industries, the
“BioPaint” range also includes the first line of polyurethane bio-paints, to apply a finishing coating
where the renewable portion is higher than 50 percent. These decisions combine innovation and
focus on sustainability, representing a cornerstone
for the construction of a greener and greener supply
chain. In this respect, "BioPaint" and Healthy.Wood
promote a culture of sustainability, offering valuable
solutions for environmental-aware and sustainable
living, combined with high resistance to hot and
cold liquids, scratching, etching and temperature
variations. (f.i.) n
milesi.com

THE COMPANY
Milesi is a brand of the multinational group
Ivm, a renowned specialist of wood coatings,
distributed in more than 100 countries. Milesi's
products meet all application, visual and performance requirements; they are verified and
certified according to the most important international standards, ensuring the best protection of human health and the environment.
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“CEFLA LIVE GLOBAL 2021”

From June 7 to 11, “Cefla Live” was a different event,
a "global" meeting as the new name suggests,
involving all Cefla sites to offer a mixed online
and onsite program to show interesting news...
Once again, Roberto Bolognini, Sales Manager
at Cefla Finishing, told us what is happening at
Cefla. And yes, the event was useful to focus all
the news of this season, and we took the opportunity
to go deeper into a few topics that seem quite relevant. But let's start with the event.
“This year, “Cefla Live” was a global event,
involving all the Cefla sites around the world, each
with a specific program that was deployed on our
online platform. We adapted the event to the restrictions of each country. At Imola, we were strictly
online, as we could not do otherwise, although we
really regretted it... Our Lab has always been
open, but not for big events like this, which in the
past years used to gather hundreds of people.
This year, the Lab has become the "control room"
for the new format: we had a lot to say, plenty of
news to introduce. From Imola, we
broadcast more than 35 webinars
about different topics and technologies in eight languages, scheduled at different times to be accessible from all over the world at
a suitable time of the day.
In China and in the United States –
Roberto
where we could rely on two laboraBolognini.
tories of excellent open to the public
without restrictions – we staged live
demos. And I must say that all three events exceed
our expectations in terms of attendance, proving
that this is a good period for furniture and wood technology.
It was a great event, because we had many irons
in the fire, and the cancellation of exhibitions encouraged us to renew our traditional format".
Let's talk about news: what was under the spotlight?
“First of all “iBotic”, one of our most successful solutions for spraying applications, which has been
completely revisited. These technologies are inherently subject to constant updates, but their latest
versions have achieved an advanced stage of development, emerging as very effective solutions.
Our Cartesian robot now features the "Timeskip"
system, which allows to perform cleaning operations
for color change on one arm, while the other keeps
working; this solution is highly appreciated in the
workshops where up to 40-50 color changes per

The new “IBotic”.

hour are carried out. Great flexibility, no downtime,
high productivity: with this new solution, you can
save up to 90 minutes per working shift.
In other words, we have equipped our "iBotic" with
a box that contains all the necessary elements to
drain the circuit and clean the spraying heads.
This equipment is moved into the spraying booth
where (with the protection of a Plexiglas screen)
all the necessary operations are carried out without
impacting on the processing time.
This system is much quicker and more effective
than conventional methods, and we have also
added a webcam inside the booth (which is not so
easy as it seems), so that the operator (who normally
works at the beginning of the line) can overview
this and other operations live and comfortably.
Another innovation we are proud of is an energysaving technology based on the energy storage
system "Powerback": when the
machine axis brake, just like it
happens in Formula 1 cars, the
system recovers energy that is
reused in the plant, reducing overall
consumption.
Painting robots are much requested, and this is one of the most
appreciated solutions we offer, we
have devoted a lot of resources
to develop it. We have also revisited
its visual impact, with straighter and cleaner lines,
but most of all, also for “iBotic”, we have streamlined
the user interface, as we believe that people
should not learn from machinery, but on the
contrary, machines must adapt to the operators
and their needs”.
“Another story we told at “Cefla Live Global 2021”
was “Elispray”, a high-end machine in terms of
speed and productivity, which we presented in
2019 and was immediately selected by some key
players on a global scale: the alternate flow of
guns accurately reproduces the movements of a
human operator, ensuring the perfect coverage of
the artifact on all sides, the entire surface and the
edges. This solutions is enabled by a patented
rotary coupling that drives the gun rotation with no
paint distribution problem even in "extreme" situations. We can reach up to 12 or 24 guns all
properly fed with paint, as well as with the cleaning
fluid before a color change. All of this works fla-

“Smartvaacum”.

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

wlessly thanks to this coupling we have patented,
manufactured, revisited and improved in recent
years. Not only: the system also cools the coupling
of the gun carousel. As you can easily imagine,
the rotation speed generates friction and heat,
which might alter the paint performance; we have
completely eliminated this problem with a cooling
circuit that constantly preserves optimal conditions.
Among other things, we have widened the carpet,
so as to eliminate any interference, and enhanced
the speed, whereby both elements ensure a 20
percent saving on paint”.
“We have seen great attention for our new oven
“UV-I”, which operates in an inert atmosphere and
projects us into the future,” added Roberto Bolognini. “As you know, oxygen inhibits the crosslinking
of the coating product, which contains photoinitiators
to trigger the process anyway. However, these
additives are expensive, they are produced by
very few companies in a monopoly regime.
In our new oven, we use nitrogen, similar to excimer
overs, so we can slash the content of photoinitiators
by up to 60 percent in the coatings for this process,
which cost much less as a result. And we also increase the resistance of paints to stains and yellowing, thanks to the lower content of photoinitiators
in the paint, so that we can apply less paint to
achieve the same finishing quality. Also the problem
of nitrogen availability has been solved with specific
equipment that can produce it”.
“Another technology that was much appreciated
by the guests of “Cefla Live Global” is our “Smartvacuum”, no longer used only for the edges, but
also to apply a basecoat on flat surfaces, so as to
achieve a perfectly smooth and consistent panel.
In this way, we have also solved the longstanding
issue of painting the fillet between surface and
edge, ensuring an excellent finish even of the
most "difficult" radius, by combining our “Smartvacuum” with our “Smartedge”. We believe we have
given a substantial contribution to design in a
period when "round" edges are appreciated by
the end consumer, who is looking for smoother
curves between the edge and the surface. All of
this with 100 percent UV products, so with no
emission problems".
Mr. Bolognini: what about digital print?
“As your readers know, this is a technology where
Cefla Finishing has made significant investments.
It's been few years since 2016, when we started
this process with the acquisition of an industry
leader, and we have made huge steps in lamination
and texturization. We have grown exponentially,
we have achieved the "combined decoration" of
surface and edge starting from the same graphical
files to get a panel entirely printed digitally; this is
an essential requisite for interior designers and
architects, who ask for an excellent product with
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The "Timeskip” system.

“Elispray”.

very short time-to-market, independently of the
finish, of the "drawing" you see on the decor.
With our machines, some customers have produced
panels for the fashion show of a major maison in
few days; these challenges show the real potential
of digital print.
At home, instead, there will be special applications
where digital print offers incredible benefits, surpassing the conventional systems, until it is so popular that it will become a standard process rather
than a "special" one.
With this technology, we are doing great things in
packaging, on metal, on fiber cement. In China, the
government has requested the real estate business
to build houses that can be dismantled and reassembled in a different place. This prefabrication
process might be supported by digital print in terms
of visual impact, as the fiber cement boards can be
"finished" to look like totally different materials!".
And the market?
“We have seen a strong trend reversal after the
"dark months"; I can say we are enjoying the
results of our work, with positive growth trends
since mid-2020 and even better in the first part of
this year. We are very happy with business in the
United States, and also Italy seems very lively in
wood, plastics, metal, glass and inert materials.
We have good feedback from Northern Europe.
Poland is back with its propensity to invest, especially in the wood industry. Also in Spain there is
some buzz, the same is happening in Germany.
In Eastern Europe, Romania is particularly active,
also thanks to European investments, while Russia
is still suffering. The situation in China goes up
and down, but the success of our "Cefla Live
Global" suggests that we will have weeks and
months of intensive work, fortunately!".
by Luca Rossetti n

ceflafinishing.com
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SUSTAINABILITY

ACCORDING TO CATAS
ting market needs.
So, to achieve sustainability, we have to
balance environmental
factor with economic
and social factors, in
harmony. Without operating profits, a company cannot sustain
its business, just like
it cannot survive if it
does not act responsibly to pursue social
welfare through its operations and products.
In other words, companies must operate to create
welfare, preserving the environment and enjoying
the economic benefits of their business.
What does this mean for the sustainability of woodfurniture companies, and specifically for their products? First, we must reconsider the meaning of
the "green" labels that some organizations present
to the market.
It really takes something more to keep up with
times, to be really "sustainable". You have to start
from the selection of materials that must be sustainable (wood is, if it is sourced from sustainably
managed forests), but that's not enough. Their
safety is essential: formaldehyde emissions from
panels, hazardous conservatives... what good
would we do if we did not care?
Well, then, let's choose natural (renewable) and
safe raw materials as much as we can. But that's
not enough, as even finished products must be
just as safe in design and production.
As to finished products, there is another factor to
be considered, its durability. If, so far, we have
selected safe and renewable raw materials and
designed finished products that are just as safe
and functional, we are certainly well on the way,
but if the product deteriorates easily and quickly,

that's not good. In this way, we risk failing the
three key factors for sustainability: economic sustainability due to potential claims, social sustainability as the customer is not satisfied, and environmental sustainability, as the product must be
replaced frequently.
Therefore, even the "sturdiness" of furniture (and
consequently, its durability) becomes essential to
close the sustainability circle.
To provide a useful tool for the market, Catas has
created a product certification scheme (called
“Catas Quality Award”) that unifies all sustainability
pillars under one brand, which certifies a safe and
durable product, whose performance has been
tested and whose environmental impact has been
measured with a strict and repeatable method
“Life cycle assessment” “(Lca”). The result is a
product certification that defines the safety (low

formaldehyde emissions from wood-based panels,
mechanical safety of furniture...), measures the
performance (ageing resistance of wood coatings,
quality of gluing for the glulam profiles of windows...),
and provides information about the environmental
impact of the product. All these factors are measured with the "Lca" method and refer to the major
impact categories, such as global warming potential,
acidification, creation of photochemical ozone and
eutrophication.
This brand, after the environmental and the social
brand, can be the third pillar of sustainability, i.e. a
marketing tool that supports the market success of
a safe, durable and environmental-friendly product.
by Franco Bulian n
Director at Catas

catas.com

velvetmedia.it

I typed "sustainability"
into the most popular
search engine and I
got more than 300
million results. It was
no surprise: if you leaf
through any newspaper, turn on the radio
or TV, you can hear
this word in many situations, from holidays to fishing, from
energy bills to investments... and even the election campaign of
some politicians have become "sustainable". It seems that all our daily actions and decisions must
be focused on sustainability.
But what's the actual meaning of "sustainable"?
Is it just a synonym for "ecological", "green", "environmental-friendly", or is it different, deeper?
Being familiar with the standardization business, I
went looking for a standard that defines this term.
Standards are solid, as they result from discussion
and confrontation among industry experts; if any
standard includes a definition of sustainability,
that's the reference to be considered.
Well, I found this definition in an international standard, ISO 20121. Actually, I found the definition of
"sustainable development", which describes the
route towards the final destination of sustainability.
"Sustainable development is development that
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs”.
Going back to the previous question, you immediately
notice that this sentence does not refer to the environment only, which we have to take care of to
leave a "clean" planet with plenty of resources to
our children and grandchildren. The definition also
includes two key concepts: development and mee-

THE CATAS WAY TO MEASURING SUSTAINABILITY
Is there a simple and standard method to measure the sustainability of a furnishing product?
“Life Cycle Assessment” (Lca) is a globally recognized method – based on established Iso
standards and also adopted by the European Community with “Pef-Product Environmental Footprint”
program – to calculate the environmental impact of a product. Catas is about to close an important
education project, launched in 2020, to create a cross-discipline team to support wood-furniture
companies willing to develop an "Lca" analysis for their products.
This study is a starting point to build any process of analysis, improvement or simple communication
of the environmental performance of a product. Starting from the modeling of materials flows and
operations, up to the calculation of impact indexes typical of the "Lca" analysis, the company only
needs to choose the favorite process: "Epd" declaration, comparative analysis of product alternatives,
review of the critical parameters for the reduction of impact or eco-design.
To support companies with effective and reliable tools, Catas has recently acquired the software
licenses of “SimaPro”, for 30 years a global leader in data management and measurements for
“Life Cycle Assessment”.
Catas is completing the "Lca review" for two contract furniture manufacturers and we have launched
a new service for all the companies which have already obtained the "Catas Quality Award" (CQA)
certification. With this service, they can qualify a product as a unified system of key performance indicators focused on the end user and the environment: safety combined with strength, durability
combined with environmental impact measurements.
“Cqa” is the brand of product certifications issued by Catas, based on continuous and systematic
reviews, to monitor product performance over time.

OUR RESPONSE TO YOUR SEARCH FOR EXCELLENCE
Technical knowledge in every ﬁeld of application consolidated over 50 years of history
A wide range of solutions inspired by your needs
A training of overall assistance to emphasize any plant and processing

Nastroﬂex spa
nastroﬂex@nastroﬂex.it
www.nastroﬂex.com

T +39.0422.853018
F +39.0422.853533

Via delle Industrie, 17
31047 Levada di Ponte di Piave
Treviso Italia
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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CONTACTS
Primary processing

Secondary processing

Surface finishing
ELMAG spa
Via Raffaello Sanzio, 11 I-20852 Villasanta (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.superfici.com

ANGELO CREMONA spa

BIESSE spa

Viale Lombardia, 275 I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com

Via della Meccanica, 16 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it

Machinery and services for plywood
and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses and finishing
lines; horizontal, vertical and rotary slicers,
press dryers and clipping lines.

The Biesse product line includes cnc work
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines,
routers, throughfeed boring and inserting
machines, material handling equipment
and turnkey plants.

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment
of robotized solutions for painting chairs,
tables and assembled furniture, panels,
windows and doors.

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller
or curtain coating technology and uv or hot air
drying systems. Automatic and robotic spray
lines with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
EPISTOLIO srl
PUTSCH-MENICONI spa
COMEC GROUP srl
Via Cascina Rinaldi, 39
I-33048 S. Giovanni al Natisone (UD)
phone +39 0432 756282
fax +39 0432 757591
www.comecgroup.it - info@comecgroup.it
Comec Cncwood, multi-spindles working
centers with working head support columns
with transvertal movement.
Comec Technowood, special machines
and systems for high productive processing.
Camam Woodworking Machinery, machines
and lines/systems for milling, cutting, sanding,
assembling and special ones for chair
woodworking.

Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision.
Special applications allowing the possibility to
make also grooving on sandwich panels for
folding. Automatic horizontal beam saws with
many different configurations accordingly to
the panel sizes and thickness requirements.

Via Scerei, 4 I-21020 Casciago (VA)
phone: +39 0332 212692
www.epistolio.com - info@epistolio.com

Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-0541 678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it

The painting division of Epistolio srl provides
robotic automation solutions for industrial
Industrial painting machines as dry painting
painting processes in the wood, metal, plastic
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
and composite sectors. Its range of robots
painting system and suspended transport lines.
offers differentiated solutions in terms of
programming, starting from self-learning robots
for painting chairs and three-dimensional
components, to off-line systems with 2D and 3D
Software
vision systems to paint shaped, milled
and curved panels, doors, edges in stacks
and customized solutions tailor for every
customer request.

DDX Software Solutions

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl
Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

RS WOOD srl

GIARDINA GROUP

Via Achille Grandi 38
I-47922 Viserbella di Rimini (RN)
phone +39 0541 736265 fax +39 0541 732084
www.rswooditaly.com - info@rswooditaly.com

Via V. Necchi, 63 I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com

Wide range of traditional woodworking
machines for panel and wood processing.

Finishing plants for the furniture
and construction industry with application
by spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters
and drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers,
linear dryers with microwaves technology.
Complete finishing plants for doors
and windows. Spray booths.

Our production of woodworking machines:
edger, cross-cutter.

SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl
Via dell’Industria, 15
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV)
phone +39 0438 777096
fax +39 0438 778282
www.solidea - salvador@solidea.it

PRIMULTINI srl
Viale Europa, 70 I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com
Machines for woodworking and equipment
for sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual
and automatic edging lines, working centres
with circular blades. Log profiling equipment.
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills.
Saw servicing equipment.

Our mission: to be the skilled leader in
optimizing saws for innovation, quality,
technology, price and service!
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws;
cross cutting saws

SCM GROUP spa
Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700218
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery: the widest range
of products.

LESTA srl
Via T. Tasso, 66 I-21052 Busto Arsizio (VA)
phone +39 0331 430 817
fax +39 0331 1581053
www.lesta.it - info@lesta.it
Lesta Srl designs, manufactures and sells
industrial robots for both powder and liquid
painting.
The top of the range of Lesta production are
the 5 and 6 axis antropomorphic robots in
self-learning LeBot MV series. The selflearning makes easy and immediate to create
painting programs for any kind of
applications: wood, plastic, metal and
composites.
In addition, Lesta Srl is able to supply cartesian
robots, carousels, air and ground rotation
groups, robot handling systems in ground or
hanging configuration to increase the
working area, production cycle management
software with RFID tags, 2D and 3D scanning
systems in order to make the painting process
completely automatic.

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com
Panel processing machines and plants.
Special multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal
milling machines with rollers feeding, working
centres for the “Folding” technology, flooring
industry technology, doors,modern furnishing
industry technology.
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Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com info@ddxgroup.com
Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions:
EasyWOOD for panel and solid wood
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis; EasyBEAM for
structures, houses, walls, beams, rooves,
gazebo, etc.; PowerSTAIRS for staircases
design and manufacturing; PowerWIN for any
kind of windows, french doors, internal doors,
entry doors and shutters.
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Tools and auxiliaries

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it
Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics.
Specialists in cnc tooling.

Automation

11-13 August
Expo Forest Products Machinery
& Equipment
www.sfaexpo.com
• Atlanta (Usa)
Woodworking technologies

CMA 2 Costruzioni Meccaniche Automazioni
Via Pezza Alta, 28
I-31046 Rustignè di Oderzo (TV)
phone +39 0422 853770
fax +39 0422 853992
www.cma2.it - info@cma2.it

Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets
of tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc
trimming hoggers.

SISTEMI srl
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic material
working. Tools for automatic boring machines,
router bits and collet chucks for cnc router
machines. “M. Conti” measuring devices for the
woodworking industry. Special accessories for
hobbysts, craftsmen and small industry.

18-21 August
Bifa Wood
www.pfeifergroup.com
• Binh Duong (Vietnam)
Woodworking technologies

DALSO SRL
Automation Technology

2-4 September
Eko-Las
www.ekolas.mtp.pl
• Janow Lubelsky (Poland)
Woodworking technologies

Via Marche, 12
I-36015 Schio (VI)
phone +39 0445 575 606
www.dalso.it - info@dalso.it
Dalso's activity, which this year turns
20 years old, does not just develop
in the consolidated range of manipulators,
introducers and robots but focuses on finding
the tailor-made solution for the customer,
maximizing the efficiency of the plant itself.
A team of experts and product quality,
dictated by ISO 9001 standards,
makes Dalso today a leader in the design
and production of industrial automation
both in wood and in other sectors.

Cross-cutting lines

CURSAL srl

Dust extraction
systems and filtration

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.

18-21 August
Mem
www.hfmexico.mx
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

Custom made machineries and automations
for handling, assembly, storage and
packaging.
Paper pallet compose machineries, pallet
protect machines with Made in Italy quality.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20900 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com

Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cursal Srl for over 40 years, has been
specialising in the design, construction,
installation, maintenance and spare parts
supply of wood cutting systems. Top of the
range: defects electronic optimizing cross-cut
saws (belt/rollers/ push) that guarantee
maximum speed, durability and precision.
Optical defect scanners.
Complete range of fast semi-automatic
cutting-off saws equipped for various sections.
Cnc/plc/router developed, programmed and
customised by Cursal. Specific equipment: drills,
printers, cnc stops, loading/unloading transfers
for perfect integration with multirip saws,
moulders, finger joint. Automatic
loaders/unloaders with vacuum/grippers.
Wood industry experts choose Cursal.

3-6 September
Wmf Shanghai
www.woodworkfair.com
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies
3-6 September
Ciff-China International Furniture Fair
www.ciff.furniture
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture
5-8 September
Homi Milano
www.homimilano.com
• Milan (Italy)
Furniture
5-10 September
Supersalone
www.salonemilano.it
• Rho (Italy)
Furniture
8-10 September
Puu Jyväskylä
www.paviljonki.fi
• Jyväskylä (Finland))
Woodworking technologies
14-17 September
Drema
www.drema.pl
• Poznan ( Poland)
Woodworking technologies

20-24 September (ONLINE)
Furniverse
www.miff.com
• Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
Furniture
23-26 September
Bife-Sim
www.romexpo.ro
• Bucarest (Romania)
Woodworking technologies
27 September - 1 October
Cersaie
www.cersaie.it
• Bologna (Italy)
Design and furniture
28-30 September
Lisderevmash
www.lisderevmash.ua
• Kiev (Ukraine)
Woodworking technologies
29 September - 2 October
Superfaces
www.superfaces.it
• Rimini (Italy)
Design and furnitures
9-13 October
Woodtech
www.woodtechistanbul.com
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Woodworking technologies
13-16 October
Ifmac
www.ifmac.net
• Jakarta (Indonesia)
Woodworking technologies

Auxiliary machines
and equipments

12-15 October
Sicam
www.exposicam.it
• Pordenone (Italy)
Semifinished products, components,
supplies

ZATOR srl
Via Galvani 11
I-20095 Cusano Milanino (MI)
phone +39 02 66403235
fax +39 02 66403215
www.zator.it - info@zator.it

14-15 October
Wood Pro Expo Lancaster
www.exposicam.it
• Lancaster (Usa)
Woodworking Technologies

We have specialized for over 20 years
in the design, construction and testing
of systems for application of adhesives,
glues and fluids in wood/furniture sector.
We take care of every stage of production
inside, we are equipped with a fleet
of controlled machine tools updated
and complete numeric that allows us
to combine the production with the
standard production of products
configured according to your needs.
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20-23 October
Vietnamwood
www.vietnamwoodexpo.com
• Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam)
Woodworking technologies
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WOOD
WORKING
THAT
MATTERS

12-15 OCTOBER 2022
FIERAMILANO ITALY

27th Biennial world exhibition for
woodworking technology and
components for the furniture industry

